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THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

Carl B. Dover
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ABSTRACT

Several of the frontier problems in low energy aucleon-anti-
nucleon phenomenology are addressed. Spin observables and dynamical
selection rules in NN annihilation are used as examples of phenomena
which offer particularly strong constraints on theoretical models,
formulated either in terms of meson and baryon exchange or as effect-
ive operators in a non-perturbative »juark-gluon picture.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of nuclaon-antinucleon (NN) interactions is a
fascinating one. In the low and median energy ( 0 - 2 CeV/c) regime,
the advent of the LEAR (Low Energy Antiproton Ring) facility at CERN
has led to a renaissance of intereat in a_whole class of fundamental
questions related to the physics of the iS system. Several of these
questions are discussed in these Proceedings, for Instance the tests
of fundamental symmetries, the search for baryonium and other exotic
mesons, etc. Here, we restrict our attention to the three following
problems:

i) How can we construct quantitative theoretical models for the
low energy NN interaction?

ii) To what extent can we understand the low energy NN data in
terms of conventional meson and baryon exchange mechanisms?

iii) Vhich aspects of the NN problem, if any, require the explicit
introduction of the underlying quark-gluon degrees of freedom?

In trying to answer i), we will review the implications of the
G-parity rule, which relates the meson exchange contributions to the
real part of the NN and NN potentials._ Questions 11) and ill) are
intimately related to the process of NN annihilation. Even at rest,
the NN system can dissolve into a sizable number of taesonlc final
states. The relative branching ratios for these states, if known
precisely, exercise a strong constraint on the theory. We will dis-
cuss some recent data on pp • w+ir~ir0 from LEAR, which indicate that
dynamical selection rules operate in NN annihilation. It is argued
that such rules are a signature of the underlying quark—gluon dyna-
mics of the short range annihilation process. Other constraints on
the theory are provided by the spin observables for the pp * pp,
pf> + nn" and ft*p + 5p reactions. Much note than total cross sections,
these observables probe the coherent tensor forces predicted by aeson
theory, and the spin-isospin dependence of the annihilation poten-
tial. We provide several examples of how future experiments at a

^supported under contract DE-AC02-76CHO0016 with the V. S. Department
of Energy.



high Intensity low energy p facility, with a capability for polarized
beams and targets, would shed light on a variety of fundamental
questions.

RELATION BETWEEN NN AND NX INTERACTIONS

The connection between the meson exchange contribution to the NN
and NN potentials (real, non-annihilation part) is provided by the
G-parity rule. Given an interaction potential

NN I i
for the nucleon-nucleon <NN) aystec, where 1 labels the contribution
of any aeson exchange (i • {TT, T), p, to, 5, z ••• })» the correspond-
ing potential V - is given by

v«jj • I Givi .
i

where G^ is the G-parity of neson i. In coordinate space, the
potentials Vj have the fern

vi " (Ti!T2) • (Vj+vj axa2 + vjs t.S + v}sla • V t s 2Q i a)

corresponding to isoscalar {1) or lsovector (T^ • T 2 ) exchanges. The
tensor and quadratic spin orbit operators S 1 2 and Q 1 2 have the well
kiioim fora

(A)
Q12 - 1/2 (oj'L a2»L + g2«L gj'L)

where L is the relative orbital angular momentum and S « Co, + o2)/2
is the total intrinsic spin. _

The apparently innocent phase factor Gj_ • ±1 produces an NN
potential which is qualitatively different froo that for the NN case.
The key concept1 is coherence, naraely the tendency for all uesons 1
to yield a contribution of the same sign to certain components of the
interaction. For the NN system, scalar (e) and vector (w) oeson ex-
change add coherently in the spin orbit term V^g, while they tend
to cancel in the central part VlQ. Psendoscalar (») and vector <p)
contributions appear with like signs in V0 and opposite signs in
Vj* The coherent spin-orbit potential is evident in NN scattering,
for instance, the zero in the 3P,D phase shift is due to the short
range coherent and repulsive V (which gives 6<0) competing against
the long range attraction arising from IT exchange (which alone leads
to 5>0).

For NN, in contrast, coherences occur in the central (w+e),
tensor (:r+p) and quadratic spin-orbit potentials. The very strong NN
attraction due to VQ leads one to predict a nuaber of bound states

1,
most of which are expected to be very broad and difficult to observe.
The coherent tensor force for NN has several striking consequences
for spin observables, which we discuss later. To summarize, although



both the NN and NN real potentials arise from the same set of meson
exchange potentials V^ , the different linear combinations

I Vi and I Ct Vi
i i

of Eqs. (1) and (2) emphasize complementary aspects of the sane
underlying exchange mechanism.

THE NN ANNIHILATION POTENTIAL

Since the NN system has zero baryon nunber, it can dissolve into
a spray of mesons, an option not available to the 1JIJ system. In the
language of the optical model, these processes can be simulated by a
oeans of a complex annihilation potential V a n n(r). _Thcre are several
recent attempts2'*'** to account for the available NN cross section
data in terms of a senii-phenomenological optical potential consisting
of a theoretical meson exchange part T &iV± supplemented by a

parametrized form for V a n n(r). In ref. (2), a spin, isospin and
energy independent Woods-Saxon function was assumed:

- - (v0 + itfo)/(l + e<
r" R i' a ) . (5)

Two parameter choices which can account for the data on total NN
elastic, charge exchange and annihilation cross sections are given by
Dover and Richard2, namely

R - 0, a - l/5fm, VQ - 21 GeV, Ho - 20 CeV (Model DR I)
(6)

R - O.Sfn, a - l/5fm, Vo - 500 MeV, ttfl - 500 Mel' (Model DR II)

The Paris group3 analyzed all the available NN data, including angu-
lar distributions, assuming He V a n n « 0, but with a aoce flexible
form for the absorptive potential:

Im Vatm<r) » |gc(l+fcE) + 8ss(l+fasE) a^az

8LS I d , Ko (2mr)

The range parameter l/2m was held fixed at 0.1 fin (nucleon exchange)
and the numerous other parameters (different for isospin I » 0,1)
were adjusted to produce a best fit. The resulting model will be
referred to as "PARIS." Models DR I, DR II and PARIS use very simi-
lar versions of the raeson exchange part 7 Gj Vj of the NN potential.

i
The PARIS model3 is characterized by a narked dependence of

Vann(r) on spin, isospin and energy. The spin dependence is parti-
cularly strong: the absorption for spin S=0 is roughly an order of
magnitude larger than for S=l. The isospin dependence is milder
although still significant. This model stands in sharp contrast
to that of the Nijnegen group1*, who use a coupled channel framework,
with coupling potentials dependent on I but not on S.

Clearly the existing NN data are insufficient to uniquely deter-
mine the spin-isospin dependence of V a n n(r), since only a limited
amount of elastic polarization information exists, and the other spin
observable^ remain completely unmeasured. One of the potentialities



of LEAR is that this void in the NN data could be at least partially
filled in. Recently, Bertini et al5 have presented a clever proposal
for a measurement of several pN spin observables, using a thin polar-
ized target and measuring the spin state of the recoiling nucleon.
This experiment counts on the increased antiproton intensity which
will be available during the ACOL era of LEAR.

In the discussion which follows, we coapare the predictions of
the DR I, DR II and PARIS models for spin observables. These models
have the virtue of retaining quantitative contact with the data, and
the disadvantage of having essentially no theoretical input as to the
form of V a n n (except for the choice of Kj(2mr)/r in Eq. (7), which
corresponds to a nucleon exchange picture of annihilation).

Recently, there has been a surge of interest in trying to derive
V a n n in terms of a quark-gluon picture* This approach night be
referred to as "applied quantum chronodynaraics" at low energy, in
a regime where pcrturbative QCD does not apply. The Helsinki° and
Osaka7 groups have made extensive studies of quark rearrangeaent and
annihilation models for NN annihilation, with seal-quantitative suc-
cess in explaining raesonic branching ratios and NN scattering data.
There is much recent work on the problem of which effective operator
to use for a quark-antiquark (QQ) annihilation vertex, i.e., an
operator with the quantum numbers of one gluen8, or alternatively,
those of the vacuum (the 3P 0 model

9). A critical discussion of these
alternatives can be found in ref. (10). The potential V a n n which
results from the quark models6""10 is dependent on S, I, and E; Im
V a n n increases with E, as found in ref. (3), but the spin dependence
is not particularly strong. Thus there appears to be no justifica-
tion in the framework of the quark model for an S»0 absorptive poten-
tial which is an order of magnitude stronger than for S«l, as found
in the PARIS model3. Unfortunately, no predictions of spin observ-
ables have yet been worked out in quark-gluon models of the NN inter-
action. As these models becone more quantitative, this will be an
important task.

SPIN OBSERVABLES

Since NN forces depend strongly on spin and isospin in a compli-
cated way, they cannot be deduced uniquely from a few measurements
such as the differential cross section and polarization. In general,
difficult experiments involving polarized beams and/or polarized tar-
gets ara required. This places a pre-aium on obtaining high intensity
N beans. Some of the relevant experiments will be possible in the
ACOL era of LEAR. Mote that the determination of the isospin depend-
ence of the NN force involves a study of charge exchange {pp-*nn) and
tip (or equivalently pn) elastic scattering in addition to the pp+pp
channel. Since charge exchange cross sections are small, the
measurement of spin quantities will be even nore demanding than for
pp + pp. However, the most dramatic spin effects are expected in
pp > nn, as we see later. One might try to obtain information on p*n
scattering by studying pd in the spectator regime, or by using charge
exchange to produce a polarized in beam and then scattering it from a
hydrogen target.



In this section, we present a variety of predictions for spin
observables in IW scattering, using the models DR T, OR II. and PARIS
developed earlier. We emphasize the interplay between the coherent
tensor force and the spin-isospin dependence of the annihilation
potential. The results displayed here supplenent those given in
ref. (11). We use the notation of Hoshizaki12, who discussed the
formalism for the case of .Nil scattering._ The structure of the forau-
lae is essentially the same for NN and NN, except th.it the symmetries
due to the Paul! principle are absent for I«N {0 + JT - 3 relations,
restrictions of I and S).

Tensor forces play a dominant role In NN spin physics, but their
effect is already evident in total cross sections, particularly that
for charge exchange, as shown in Fig. 1- If we start with the exact
PARIS model, and turn off various spin dependent components of the NN
interaction (both real and imaginary parts) in turn, we see that the
tensor (S12) component is most important. The pjp * nn cross section
o drops by a factor of three if tensor forces are set to zero! In
anE, the coherent contribution of ir + p exchange enters, although the

pion plays the most important role because of its long range.
The same strong tensor force effect is visible in na.iy of the

spin observables. For example, the depolarization I) as a function of
cos0 (0 S lab scattering angle) is shown in Fig. 2 at a lab kinetic
energy E • 130 MeV. If S l 2 and Q J 2 terms are turned off, D is prac-
tically unity, its value in the absence of any spin dependence* With
tensor forces, D differs dramatically from 1 in the backward hemi-
sphere. The angular dependence of D is very different for elastic
scattering and charge exchange. The sharp structure in D for small
angles is almost model independent, and reflects the dominant one
pion exchange contribution.

The depolarization 0 is accompanied by the spin rotation para-
meters R, A, R' and A', which occur on the same footing. Let $£ and
pf be the incident and outgoing M moiaenta in the lab system, and
choose an orthogonal set of unit vectors

P± x Pf/ jpx pf

* P± (8)

P± - P V |
for the initial dtate i and another_set jn, sf, pf} for the final
state f. TIow consider an incident N bean prepared with polarization
<a>£, while the target nucleon is assumed to ba unjjolarized. Then
the differential cross section is given by

da/dn = (da/dSl)uapol + i <Q>I • Tr(>lSM+) (9)

where M is the NN scattering amplitude, normalized so that the cross
section fdu/dfi)unpOi for an unpolarized X incident on an_unpolarized
N is Tr (>M+)/4. The lab expectation value <v>f -o- the S spin In
the final state is given by
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Fig. 1. Total pp • pp elastic and pp •* nn charge exchange cross sec-
tions aEL

 a n d <*CE a s a function of lab kinetic energy E- The solid
curves represent the results obtained using the full PARIS JJS optical
potential. The dashed cur ires show the effect of turning off one spin
dependent component (both real and Imaginary parts) at a time- LS,
Q 1 2, and S ; 2 refer to the spin-orbit, quadratic spin-orb",t and tensor
components, respectively, of the potential.
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Fig. 2. The depolarization parameter D as a function of the cosine
of the lab scattering .ingle 8, at E * 130 MeV.



Now consider some special cnscs. For an N beam with unit polar-
ization along n, we find

ill)

Thus if &»]., the scattered beam r oral ins completely polarized along
n. In general, we have |<an>f $ 1» so that 2JPJ - 1 1 D £ 1.
Suppose now that we prepare the N beam with polarization +1 along 5^
(transverse to the beam direction). Then

<«n>£ " P

<aSf>f - * (12)

<opf>£ - R
f

or, equivalently,

R - (1-P 2) l / 2 cos (0-6)

R' - (1-P 2) 1' 2 sin (0-6)

where 3 is the lab scattering angle and g is the angle of rotation o£
the N polarization vector in the scattering plane-. A and A1 have_a
similar interpretation to R and R1 for a case where the incident N
has unit polarization along p^ (longitudinal).

In Figs. 3 and 4, we display predictions of doVdft, P» D# R» A,
R1, A' for elastic pp •*• pp scattering for lab kinetic energies of
E » 160 and 220 MeV. Models DR I and PARIS are seen to yield very
similar predictions for the elastic scattering angular distribution,
since only the spin-averaged optical potential is involved here. The
spin observables show a more marked model dependence, with the PARIS
results showing more dramatic angular structures. The sharpest angu-
lar variation in D, R, A, R' and A' occurs in the region of the dif-
fraction minimum in da/dft. Here, where we are best able to distin-
guish the theoretical models, the cross sections are small (typically
0.1 - 0.2 rab/sr) and the experimental measurements will be taost dif-
ficult. In the forward angle region (cos Q 2. 0.6)., der/dn is about
two orders of magnitude larger, but the nodel dependence of the spin
observables is much more modest, so precision measurements will be
needed. In any case, the study of NN spin physics, although reward-
ing, appears difficult, and certainly requires the highest possible p
intensities.

The main features of the NN potential, as mentioned earlier, are
a strong isospin dependent tensor component and an annihilation part
W, which could depend strongly on spin, isospia, and energy. The
interplay between these components, as reflected in the spin observ-
ables, is very complicated. Measurements of the full angular depend-
ence of spin quantities at several energies are necessary in order to
attempt to disentangle the energy-independent tensor tercx coming from
t-channel meson exchange from spin and energy dependant contributions
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coming from annihilation (i.e., s-channel neson exchange).
In Figs. 5 and 6, we show the energy dependence of D, R, A, R*

and Ar for model DR I. The sharp minima in D, R* and A* Crack the
movement of the diffraction minimum in da/d3. The observables R and
A are predicted to be only weakly dependent on energy in model DR 1.
In the PARIS model, on the other hand, the energy dependence la more
pronounced.

The strong spin dependence of W in the PARIS model is evident Lit
the differences

+ y

(14)

A*T * ff+r °n
of cross sections for different longitudinal (L) or transverse (T)
spin orientations with respect to the direction defined by the inci-
dent N beam momentum. The ratios Aox,T/a> where a is the appropriate
spin-averaged cross section, are shown for elastic (EL), charge ex-
change (CE) and annihilation (A) cross sections in Figs. 7, 8, and
9. For models DR I and DR II, the deviations of &a/a from zero pri-
marily reflect the influence of the coherent tensor potential (here
W is spin independent). For elastic scattering, the effect of the
strong spin dependence of W in the PARIS model is to more than double
the values of Aai/cr and &a^/a (for E > 150 aeV).

As seen in Fig. 8, the spin effects are particularly dramatic
for pp -»• nn charge exchange. (&OI,/O)CE ^s °^ or^er —1 throughout the
low energy regime, i.e., a+ *• 3o+. Again, the largest single effect

is that of the tensor potential, which favors NN scattering in spin-
aligned configurations. For example, we have

Aa^/a =

0.43 (exact)
0.38 (no Q 1 2)

0.35 (no LS)
0.11 (no S12)

for pp + nii at E = 70 MeV in the PARIS model, and

(16)

- 0.72 (exact)
- 0.77 (no Q 1 2)
- 0.90 (no LS)
- 0.49 (no S12)

From Eqs. (15) and (16), we see that the predicted spin dependence of
pC •+• nf. cross sections is considerably reduced if tensor (S-_) teras
are suppressed, while the effect is nuch less dramatic if LS or Q 1 2

terns are set to zero. Note that for AtJ. /a, however, there remains
considerably spin dependence when tensor forces are absent (note that
Aox/o « ~ 1/2 implies a+ => 5/3 o+). For the PARIS model, this is

mainly due to the strong spin dependence of 'J. Since the absorption
into mesonic channels is much less strong cor S=l than for S*0 states
in the PARIS raodel, the charge exchange cross section for S*l will be
larger than for S=0, i.e., s^., which corresponds to pure S«l» will

exceed o+, which is a mixture of S=0, 1. Tensor forces augment this
4-

effect, since they produce additional attraction for S»l, while they
are absent for S = 0.



Fig. 5. Angular distributions for the depolarization D in nodel DR. I
at various lab energies from 50 to 250 MeV.

-1.0 -O.B -0.6 -O.-4 -02 O 02 OA OS OS »O

Fig. 6. Angular distributions for R, A, 1R* and A* in oodel DR I for
E = 50, 70, 130 and 250 MeV.
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Fig. 7. The ratios doj/a and Aa^/a for pp elastic scattering as a
function of E, for models OR I, DR IT and PARIS for the JR? potential.
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but for pp •+ n5 charge exchange.
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Other striking spin effects for pp •+ nn include the following*1!

0(180°) - - 0.75

A'(0°) * - 0.85 (17)

At'(0°) M + 0.9

for model DR I at E • 130 MaV. These strong effects persist aC other
energies in the other codels. Even with an unpolarized p beaa inci-
dent on 'iii unpolarized target, the pp •+ nn reaction produces strongly
polarized n's.

Although Aoi/a and AOT/,J are large for pp • nn, they are rather
small for the total annihilation cross section, as shown in. Fig. 9.
Although W depends strongly on spin, being stronger for S*0 in the
PARIS model, the real potential, which is more attractive for S«l,
has a compensating effect. For S-l, the increased attraction serves
to focus the NN wave function to short distances, where absorption
becomes more effective. The ratio OA(S«0)/<y^(S»l) thus does not
simply follow the ratio MO(S*O)/WO(S=«1) of absorptive well depths.
A similar effect is observed1** for the widths of atomic levels of
the pp system, i.e., r(S»=O)/r(S»l) • 2 for the PARIS model, whereas
W0(S=0)/»0(S-1) - 10.

The fact that {taj/a)^ is rather small, as per Fig. 9, implies
that (Aaj/cOTOT i s Also modest in size, since annihilation represents
roughly 2/3 of the cross section. This has important implications
for the spin filtering technique, which has been suggested13 as a
means of producing polarized p boaas. The idea Is to let an initi-
ally unpolarized p beats impinge on a polarized (i) hydrogen target.
At time t « 0, the beam, of total intensity Ifl, consists half of p(+)

and halt of p( + ). Letting a+ =_cj.? a n d o- = 0$. • » we fintI t h a t tlie

intensities 1^ of the p(t) and p(i) components of the beam are
attenuated according to

(18)

where n is the polarized target density, and f is the revolution
frequency of the p beam. The total beam intensity I(t) « 1+ + 1«
at time t is given by

I(t) * Io e" t / t o cosh (t/t:) (19)

while the polarization P(t) of the p beam, resulting from the
inequality of j + and u_, Is

- tanh(t/r1) , (20)

with tQ = l/0onf and t, * l/o,nf. Now we note that

t^/tj = OJ/CQ = - l/2(Aor/o)T0T •

For t < — tj, we have to a good approximation,

I,D eo (22)

P(t) - -t/t



Thus t0 is the time scale associated with the attenuation of the p
beam intensity, and t1 is the tine needed to build up an appreciable
p polarization.

If t, is comparable to t0, we have a chance to produce polarized
p's before the beam disappears due to interactions with the target.
However, in a realistic case, as shown in Table I, we have o^/o^ <
0.1 in the whole low energy region for models DR I, DR II, and PARIS.
Thus c, > 10 t», and the situation is unfavorable for producing
appreciable polarization. The most favorable case we have found is
model DR I at energies E < 50 MeV. Here Oj/o,D is sonewhat larger
than the values listed in Table 1. For instance, for E • 30 MeV, an
energy considered by Steffens13, we find OTQT " 272 mb, a* fa*gy s e y , a^gj 2 2 mb, tt\f$
0.075. Using the values1 3 n - lO^/cra2, f - 10 s/sec, we find

t0 " 10.2 hrs

tx * 13.3 t0 *

At t = 48 hrs , we then find

I ( t ) - 0.0096 I o

P(t) «= - 0.34 .

136 hrs
(23)

(24)

The prospects for the success of the spin filtering technique13 are
thus rather grim. Even using the maximum value of O^/OQ predicted by

TABLE I.

Cross Section Ratio c^/a^ for Spin Filtering

E (MeV)

70
100
130
160
190
220
250
280
310

a i / a 0 (PARIS)

0.055
0.062
0.065
0.065
0.063
0.061
0.060
0.058
0.056

OJ/OJ, (DR I)

0.052
0.044
0.037
0.032
0.028
0.025
0.022
0.020
0.013

CTj/a,, (OR I I )

0.030
0.017
0.009
0.003
0.002

-0.002
-0.003
-0.004
-0.006

our models, we still lose 99% of the bean before the p polarization
has built up to values of about - 1/3. The assumption that 0,/GQ >_
0.!, used by Steffens1^, Is more optiaistic than our realistic models
suggest. _

The spin observables of low and medium energy MN scattering rep-
resent a sensitive test of our theories of the meson exchange and
annihilation potentials. A number of dramatic spin effects are anti-
cipated, particularly in the pp -• nn channel. A variety of



Other str iking spin effects for pp + nn include the following11:

D(180°) - - 0.75

A'{0°) « - 0.85 (17)

At'(0°) , + 0.9

for model DR I at E • 130 MeV. These strong effects persist at other
energies in die other models. Even with an unpolarized p beam inci-
dent on an unpolarized target, the pp + nn reaction produces strongly
polarized n's.

Although Lai,/a a n d AOT/J a r e large for pp • nn, they ace rather
small for the total annihilation cross section, as shown in Fig. 9.
Although W depends strongly on ~pin, being stronger for S*0 in the
PARIS model, the real potential, which is more attractive for S-l,
has a compensating effect. For S-l, the increased attraction serves
to focus the NN wave function to short distances, where absorption
becomes more effective. The ratio o^iS'O)/ot^iS'l) thus does not
simply follow the ratio W0(S-0)/W0(S*1) of absorptive well depths.
A similar effect is observed1*4 for the widths of atomic levels of
the pp system, i.e., r(S=O)/r(S»l) - 2 for the PARIS model, whereas
W0(S-0)/Wfl(S-l) - 10.

The fact that iLaj/a)^ is rather snail, as per Fig. 9, implies
that (Aax/T)xoT l s al^o modest in size, since annihilation represents
roughly 2/3 of the cr'js section. This has important implications
for the spin filtering technique, which has been suggested13 as a
means of producing polarized p beams. The idea is to let an initi-
ally utipolarized p beam impinge on a polarized ft) hydrogen target.
At time t » 0, the beam, of total intensity Ifl, consists half of p ( O
and half of p(*). Letting o+ =_o^t and a- = a«.+ » we find that the
intensities I+ of the p(t) and p(l-) components of the beam are
attenuated according to

dl+

~ = - V f 1± - - (*t> * ai>nf I t <i8>
where n is the polarized target density, and f is the revolution
frequency of the p beam. The total beam intensity I{t) » I4. + I_
at time t is given by

I(t) » Io e"t/C° cosh (t/t^ (19)

while the polarization P(t) of the p bean, resulting from the
inequality of a-j. and a_, is

P(t) = ( I + - I_)/CI+ + I-} - - tanh{t / t j ) , (20)
with t . = l/aonf and t , * 1/a.nf. Now we note that

t o / t 1 = OT/CTQ = - 1/2(ACTT/O)T0T • (21)

For t < — t2» we have to a good approximation,



Thus tQ is che tine scale associated with the attenuation of the p
beam intensity, and tj is the tine needed to build up an appreciable
p polarization.

If tj is comparable to tg, we have a chance to produce polarized
p's before the beam disappears due to interactions with the target.
However, in a realistic case, as shown in Table I, we have a^/a^ <
0.1 in the whole low energy region for models OR I, DR II, and PARIS.
Thus t. > 10 t», and the situation is unfavorable for producing
appreciable polarization. The most favorable case we have found is
model DR I at energies E < SO MeV. Here 0^/0* is sonewJiat larger
than the values listed in Table 1. Fur instance, for S - 30 MeV, an
energy considered by Steffans13, we find e-jOT • 272 nib, o^/a^ *
0.075. Using the values13 n - lO^/cn2, f * 10s/sec, we find

(23)
tfl -
11 *

e then

I(t) -

P(t) -

10.2 hrs
13.3 t0 » 136 hrs

find

0.0096 Io

- 0.34 .

The prospects for the success of the spin filtering technique13 are
thus rather grim. Even using the maximum value of o^/e^ predicLcd by

TABLE I.

Cross Section Ratio Oj/o0 for Spin Filtering

E {MeV)

70
100
130
160
190
220
250
280
310

O l / a 0 (PARIS)

0.055
0.062
0.065
0.065
0.063
0.061
0.060
0.058
0.05b

Oj/o8 {DR I)

0.052
0.044
0.037
0.032
0.023
0.025
0.022
0.020
0.013

Oj/a0 {DR II )

0.030
0.017
0.009
0.003
0.002

-0.002
-0.003
-0.004
-0.006

our models, we still lose 99% of the beam before the p polarization
has built up to values of about - 1/3. The assumption that o\/o"n >_
0.1, used by Steffens1^, is more optimistic than our realistic models
suggest. _

The spin observables of low and medium energy UN scattering rep-
resent a sensitive test of our theories of the meson exchange and
annihilation potentials. A number of dramatic spin effects are anti-
cipated, particularly in t'ne pp •*• nn channel. A variety of models



which yield the sa=e spin-averaged total cross sections lead to dis-
tinctively different spin dependences. The one pion exchange mechan-
ism, supplemented by important contributions from vector meson ex-
changes, is crucial in producing marked spin dependences. Such ef-
fects are less important for total elastic and absorption cross sec-
tions. The coherent tensor potential due to sr, p and ui exchanges
dominates the spin physics of the NN system* Spin-orbit and spin-
spin forces play ajnore modest role. The spin information to be
gleaned froa the NX system is somewhat eonplenentary to that obtained
from a study of MM scattering, where £.3 and 5j*a2 terms play a more
significant part. Spin data will be of preaier importance in achiev-
ing a unified picture of the NN and M interactions.

QUARK DYNAMICS OF NN ANNIHILATION: THE vp PUZZLE

The annihilation nodes of the NN system at low and medium ener-
gies enable us to probe aspects of the underlying quark—gluon dynam-
ics which are not so clearly revealed in other processes. The signa-
tures of quark dynamics appear in the fora of approximate dynamical
selection rules, that is, an unanticipated strong dependence of cer-
tain nesonic branching ratios on orbital angular toonentun 7 ., intrin-
sic spin S, and/or isospin I. The "standard" model describes NN •
mesons in terms of a baryon exchange mechanism. At high energies,
where many L values contribute, this mechanism is well establish-
ed15. It has been applied with SODS success to selected two oeaon
NN annihilation modes by Moussalla-n16. For peripheral partial waves
(large L ) , the idea of baryon exchange (i.e., three quarks with
particular spin-flavor correlations and a well defined mass H and
corresponding range 1/2M) seems reasonable, since the N and N quark
"bags" do not overlap much in a collision with large impact para-
meter. For low partial waves (L=0,1), however, we expect the finite
size of the N and N to play an important role. It is here that we
hope to find evidence for quark-gluon degrees of freedom. For
instance, baryon exchange models produce a saooth L dependenceltffls,
while quark mechanisms can lead to a dramatic difference between L*Q
and L=l annihilation.

Let us illustrate these general remarks by consideration of a
specific example, namely the annihilation mode

p p •* ir+ff"jr° . (25)

An analysis of the old data with a liquid hydrogen target attributed
55X of the rate to the quasi-tvo-fcody (QT3) c'naanal pp aad 45% to
"incoherent" three-body ir+-T~TT° events. The QTB channel irf was not
seen {upper limit 10%). Because of the strong Stark effect in
liquid, annihilation takes place mostly fron L»0 (-93%, as per
ref. (10)). A dynamical selection rule (ESS) on the branching, ratios
was observed, namely

^ ± 3: (26a)

B I (26b)

where 21+1, 25+l^j labels the quantum nunbers of the NN atom. By
"dynamical," we aean that a transition permitted by general quantum



mechanical selection rules, such as So -* ir-p
+, is suppressed.

Recent data fron the ASTERIX collaboration18 show a similar sel-
ection rule for L»l. With a gas target, they find that the reaction
(25) consists of U07, up, hQ% (m+T-;r0)inc and 20% JT

3!. If we take
into account the fact that p annihilation at rest in gas takes place
about 57# of the time10 from L*l atonic orbits and 43£ from L*0, we
find for pj5 + jr+rr~j° the proportions

i * 0.29

(itf)L-l 3 ° ' 3 S

A detailed analysis18 yields

BR( n P x •

BR(33P ; • T°f

9

BRC33?, -v ir°f)

(27)

(28a)

(28b)

Again, a transition allowed by general quantum mechanical selection
rules (33P1 2 •*• ir*p+) is not seen experimentally. We refer to the
dynamical selection rules (DSR) of Eqs. (26) and (28) as the "wp
puzzle."

The explanation of DSR seems to require consideration of the
quark-gluon mechanisia of pp annihilation. The conventional baryon
exchange mechanism16 does not yield Eqs. (26) and (28) in any obvious
way, although this question should be looked at in taore detail. In
the quark model, the relevant processes are depicted in Fig- 10. The
pure rearrangement process R^ can lead to the "incoherent" »**"ir~ir''
signal, which can also arise fro:a the QTB processes R 2 and A 2, where
one of the mesons is the very broad e (an s-wave -nn enhancement with
jirC(iG) = O'H'(O'i')). The other permissible QTB modes correspond to
grouping TT+JT together to form the p°(l (1+)), f{2w"(0+)),
g°{3 (1+)), etc., or taking TT-TT° as a pair to make p-, g*, etc.

TABLE II.

Allowed Transitions8 pp * ir+jT~jr':), considered as
Quasi-two-body (QTB) Processes, for L=0,l

Initial State 2I+l,2S+lLj Final States

ir°f(if=l,3)

Tr±p+(af=2), ir°f(lf-l,3)

athe relative orbital angular raomentwa of the two meson final state
is denoted by If



Fig. 10. Quark rearrangement and annihilation graphs for two
and three (R3) raeson final s tates from an i n i t i a l NN system.



L=0
L=l
L-0
L-1

•*• s s s
-»• s s p

+ ssp
+ sss

Since the ug mode offers very little phase space for production fron
pp at rest, we do nor. consider it further. The QTB transitions which
are allowed by conservation of total angular momentum J, parity IT,
G-parity and C-parity <two neutral mesons only) are collected in
Table II.

Now let us consider the selection rules associated with the
quark graphs of Fig* 10. The rearrangement process R3 is the simpl-
est case. The effective operator is taken to be proportional to
unity; that is, spin flip processes are assumed to be small, and
hence AS • \s-sA - 0 for the allowed transitions, where 5 is Che TIN
intrinsic spin and Sf is the total intrinsic spin of the mesons.
For R,, if a unit of orbital angular jnonentum is pumped into the
initial state, it reappears in the final state as an internal orbital
angular momentum l of the quark-antiquark (QQ) pair in a meson,
not as a relative orbital angular momentum of two mesons- If
s = {TTS n»T|* ,p,u} denotes the family of s-wave mesons C l"0) and
P = {6»e,S*,A1,D,A2,f,B,H} the group of p-wave mesons (2=1), the
selection rules for R3 are

Allowed transitions:

L = 1 * S S P (29)
Forbidden transitions: L»0 + ssp v '

The preferred transitions for R2 and A2 depend on the structure of
the effective operator for QQ annihilation (the dots in Pig. 10).
Several authors8'19 have used a one gluon vertex^ of operator charac-
ter !> - • ($. x <f), where S - • 1 is the total QQ intrinsic spin,
tl/2 Is the spin of a second quark which is struck by the (dressed)
gluon, and q is the momentum transferred to this quark. Some diffi-
culties with this approach are discussed in ref. (10). Alternative-
ly, one may assume ' that the QQ pair has the quantum numbers of
the vacuum [0++(0+), 1 3P 0 in LS coupling]. This choice is motivated
by the success2 of the " 3 P Q model" for meson and baryon resonance
decays, in which only one QQ pair is produced. The 3 P 0 model can be
"derived" in a strong coupling Hamiltonian lattice formulation21 of
QCD, in which gluons are replaced by flux tube degrees of freedom
(collective modes of the gluon field). The "perturbative" and
"strong coupling" versions of the effective QQ vertex cannot be easi-
ly distinguished if one considers only total rates, i.e., spin aver-
aged quantities. However, their distinct spin structures show up in
the m-state populations of vector mesons produced from meson or NN
atom decay. As noted ixi ref. (10), she polarization of (o,u) in the
decays Aj •* up and B -• TU is nicely consistent with the 3P. model,
and at odds with the effective "one gluon" approach. We do not pur-
sue this matter further here, and instead concentrate our attention
on the 3P Q model.

First let us consider pp •* iT+ir~TT0 for L=0. The "incoherent"
TT+TT~TT events can be understood as arising from graph R3 or fron pp •*•
iT̂ e, followed by the decay E •* ir+ir~. Since Sf=O for the three-body
TT+TT~ir° state, the AS=O selection rule for R3 implies that

 1 3 S X •*•
TT+TI~TV0 is forbidden. Fros Table II, we further note that 1 3S, -• ir°e
is forbidden (by J,ir conservation and also by C conservation). Thus



we obtain immediately the selection rule (26b).
The AS=0 selection rule is exact for graph R3- For R 2 and A 2,

the AS=»O rule still holds approximately in the 3Pfl model, even though
it is W-spin rather than ordinary intrinsic spin which is rigorously
conserved, in analogy to the situation for meson and baryon resonance
decays^". Thus we have

31 AS-1
BR(31S0 irV) , C30)

providing an explanation of Eq. (26a). In any case, large production
of np from the *3Sj channel is expected, since from Table II we see
that <rp is the only QTB channel permitted, whereas a 3 1 S . state has
in principle several decay options.

The absence of a it f signal for L«0 can also be understood if we
note that 3 1 S Q •»• ir°f(£f=O) is forbidden by J conservation and

 3 1 S Q •*•
n°f(£f*2) from A 2 or R 2 ~s suppressed.

Now consider pp •»• I&TTT<® from an L=l initial state* From Table
II, we see that a sizable rate for 1 1P 1 -»• irp is anticipated, since
only this mode is permitted (leading to ir+y~irc)« On the other hand,
the 33Pj state can choose n°s, n-p+ or irGf decay modes, each of which,
is a preferred AS»0 transition. The competition between these modes
depends on the relative amplitudes for processes R2

 an(* A 2 * I f w e

consider R2 alone, we obtain

BR(33Pj + ir°e, ir°f) - 0

BR(33P1 -> tr
4?*) = 18 • BR(ilP1 + i^p*)

in complete contradiction to the data of Eqs* (27) and (28a). Esti-
mates2 indicate that R2 and A2 are comparable in amplitude; A 2 gives
rise to substantial n0el}.£~^) and 5T°f(Jlf"l) production for L-l. We
are thus able to understand the DSR of Eq. (28a) in terms of a deple-
tion of BR(33P1 2 * "*P

?) due to a severe competition froo the ir"e
and ir°f channels. The multi-channel aspect of the problem is thus
seen to be crucial. One cannot just compare Born amplitudes for a
single channel (i.e., ^Pj •»• ir±p? versus 3 3P 1 ^

Gi h * d i i d i f d
e channel (i.e., Pj irp versus P1 + i r p ) .
Given that -n-p* production is disfavored from the Pj channel,
oting further that the trans 33 i

ed, we might naively expect that

av j
and noting further that the transition 3 3P 2 -»• ir

ip+(Af*2) is suppress-

BR(33P2 * Tf°f) > -| • BRC33?! * it°f) <32)

because of the statistical factor (2J+i) and the competition of the
TT°G channel for 3 3Pj. This is in clear contradiction to Eq. (28b).
However, this simple argument is incorrect because of the strong
influence of isospin mixing: the very strong KM tensor potential
induces a sizable mixing of nil and pp configurations23, so that S=l
atomic states with L=0,l are closer to being eigenstates of isospin
than pure pp configurations. For instance, one finds that the 3 P 2

atomic state is mostly 1=0 at short distances (where annihilation
takes place), the 3P 1 state is predominantly 1=1, and the

 l7^ config-
uration has comparable 1=0 and 1=1 components (i.e., close to pure
pp). This mixing pattern arises because the tensor potential is
coherently attractive for 1 3P 2, repulsive for

 13P,, and absent for



*P.. In the limiting case_ where the atonic elgenstates are taken
to be 1 3P 2,

 3 3 P j , and l//2(31Pl +
 U P 1 ) , we would assign statistical

weights in the proportions 33Pj : u ? 1 :
 3 3P 2 » 3:3/2:0. This would

explain the smallness of ir°f production Iron the 3 3P 2 channel, as
in Eq. (28b).

For L»l, the "incoherent" jr+jr~ir° production cannot corse froa
graph R,, because of the selection rule of Eq. (29), but rather from
the transition 33Pj • i®z, followed by the decay e •*> TT+TT~. If we
nake the plausible assuoption that BR{ 3 3P 1 +n's) • BR(

33Pt+jr
Bf ), since

both are AS"O, Zf"l transitions, and use the modified statistical
weights given above, then we expect

(i+.V)]i - (iiV) * 1/3
inc 3 3 P i ( 3 3 )

<ir°f> » 1/3 , Up) - 1/3
33p lip

in good agreement with the data of Eq. (27).
We have indicated how explicit consideration of the quark react-

ion amplitudes R3, R2 and A, of Fig. 10 can lead to an understanding
of dynamical selection rules which have been observed in jr+ir~ir15 de-
cays of L-0,1 NN atomic states. Similar considerations10 lead one to
an_explanation of the observed strong suppression2** of the K*"K~ and
K*K° modes for L"l relative to L«0. Such strange particle modes do
not arise from R, or R2, except due to the saall strange quark .admix-
tures in the initial state (AA» ££, etc.). Ratios such as KX/irir are
thus a test of the relative size of R2 and A^. DSR arc also expected
in other annihilation channels such as Air, Sir, KKTT, etc. Only the
tip of the iceberg of DSR has been explored thus far! Precision
measurements of relative branching ratios, as well as detailed ampli-
tude analyses, are required. For these tasks, the premium Is on p
beams of high intensity. Other phenonena which are very revealing of
the quark mechanism10, and require high intensity beans, Include i)
p-u) interference, ii) 4 production, and iii) polarization studies of
vector mesons in annihilation.

THE FUTURE

We have emphasized only two aspects of the very rich area of low
and medium energy SJJ interactions, nanely spin observables and dyna-
mical selection rules in N*N annihilation._ A substantial spin and
isospin dependence is predicted for the NS Interaction, but is not so
readily revealed by elastic and annihilation cross sections alone.
Measurements of spin observables are required, and these place a pre-
mium on obtaining the highest possible p beaa intensities. Experi-
ments with polarized beams and/or polarized targets are in general
necessary to unravel the JIN spin dependence, but much progress could
already be made using a polarized target and an unpolarized p beam.
Scattering of p's by nuclei and pp spin filtering do not seem proais—
ing as a means of producing polarized p's. The charge exchange pro-
cess pp •* nn, on the other hand, leads to a highly polarized 5 beam.



The spin observables for the NN systen provide a signature for
the strong coherences in neson exchange forces (dominantly the tensor
component) predicted by theory. Nil and NN scattering are sensitive
to somewhat complementary aspects of the sane underlying inter-
actions. The effects of coherent tensor forces are expected to be
evident in NN spin quantities in spite of the strong influence of
annihilation. Note that this tensor coherence is a feature which
emerges fron IT + p + u exchange, after the C-parity transformation
has been applied to the JIN potential. IE one replaces the conven-
tional vector mesons by an effective one gluon exchange mechanism,
the strong tensor coherence does not survive (i.e., single gluon
exchange, treated perturbatively, does not change sign like the w in
passing fron NN to UN). Thus if we wish to treat both the real and
imaginary parts of the MN interaction on the sane footing within the
context of QCD, surely a laudable aim, the IK spin observables will
exercise a strong constraint on the form of the effective operators.

The strong L dependence of certain NN annihilation modes and the
existence of approximate selection rules offer promising signatures
of the underlying quark-gluon dynamics. These selection rules high-
light the difference between the decay of an ordinary QQ meson and an
NN system with the same external quantum numbers |L, S, J, I}. Even
if one can understand these features in terms of a baryon exchange
picture with phenoraenologically adjusted coupling constants and ver-
tices, a quaric-gluon picture is likely to provide a more economical
way of coming to grips with the observed selection rules and strong L

dependence. High statistics experiments on UN annihilation are re-
quired in order to distinguish between models. Modes containing mare
than one neutral meson and rare modes involving $ production are also
key elements in the picture. Once again, ve find strong motivation
for developing p beams of the highest possible intensity.

One area we have not addressed, but which was clearly one of the
main motivating forces behind LEAS, is the use of the NN annihilation
process to search for new mesons, such as baryonium states (Q^Q 2),
hybrids (QQg) or glueballs (gg, ggg). It now appears that such ob-
jects are unlikely to be long-lived, so their existence and quantum
numbers can only be deduced by detailed amplitude analysis. Precise
data on individual two-body annihilation channels, as a function of N
energy, would be particularly valuable, since broad structures are
notoriously difficult to extract from total cross sections. Such
spectroscopy studies are underway at LEAR, but much work remains to
be done.

Tn suaaary, thare are numerous exciting physics qwastiLaas which
could be addressed with a dedicated low and medium energy p facility
of even higher intensity than LEAR. Only a few of these have been
discussed in this paper; many more are dealt with elsewhere in these
Proceedings. It seems naive to assume that this area of physics vill
be so thoroughly mined by LEAS, in the 1980s that little of Interest
will remain. A dedicated low energy p facility in the US should be
given serious consideration.


